Chairman's Report
February 2015

Can I first of all make a plea to all of you; you are all members of this SSG and you all
represent your various organisations, these may be Councils, NGO's and the like. It is part of
our responsibility, as a member, to report back accurately to our various organisations what
has been discussed at these SSG meetings. There have been several instances where
information given out at SSG's is not being reported back.
Your Deputy Chair and myself have, as usual, been very busy since the last SSG. Just prior to
the last SSG we attended a National Stakeholder Group meeting in Birmingham where we
met members of the new Cavendish Flour Executive team. On the 15th of December I
attended a very informative meeting on waste matters at Berkeley - this was just a heads-up
meeting on the current thinking ready for a meeting in London on the 18th and 19th of
December where more detailed discussions about waste proposals for the Magnox fleet were
discussed. It is hoped that we can call a small waste sub group meeting before the SSG so that
we can bring you up to speed on the latest thinking.
We welcome back Mike Harrison to the SSG. We continue to meet both Station Directors on
a regular basis but we do need to formalise dates in the future.
Unfortunately we have lost Amy, she has moved on to pastures new. This will mean that
Gemma will be the sole contact at Hinkley for the SSG members. Please remember that she
has to also look after other sites and other SSG’s as well as our own, so please be patient if
your requests take a little longer. Mervyn and I presented Amy with Flowers and a Card from
us all, she will be missed.
Mervyn and I have been called to a meeting with the NDA in Warrington on the 23rd, 24th of
February to discuss socio-economics and also the constitutions of the SSG’s and their remit.
A report will be given at the SSG.
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